Introduction
During the past year a strong increase has taken place in Europe in the plans for the application of Fastbus. In particular the collaborations of European laboratories and universities which are preparing the four experiments to be installed at the Large Electron Positron collider (LEP), are in the process of laying out data acquisition systems, based for the greater part on Fastbus.
However, before these gigantic experiments will become operational experience will have been gained with smaller systems in other experiments.
At the Swiss Institute for Nuclear Research (SIN), a Fastbus system has been successfully taking data since August.
At CERN the Fastbus pilot system ) has been expanded and continues to give excellent performance. For another experiment, NA-312), Fastbus has been adopted because of its advantages over CAMAC or any other standard. The system in this experiment will become operational in 1984.
In order to facilitate the entry into Fastbus design and to allow evaluation of the various aspects of its specification, starter kits have been composed and are being delivered to the various LEP collaborations and other interested groups.
The ESONE committee has endorsed the Fastbus specifications. A first provisional European version has been issued and a final version as a European document is in preparation. The ESONE Advanced System Study Group (ASSG) has met once this year and is orientating future meetings towards applications and software.
Some Fastbus hardware has become available from European industry, and many companies have shown interest in producing crates, power supplies and modules.
In the following paragraphs a short overview is given on the major activities and plans. The most important future application of Fastbus in Europe will undoubtedly be in the LEP experiments at CERN. A definite approval has been given to mount four experiments, named ALEPH5), DELPHI6), OPAL7), and
L38)at the Large Electron Positron accelerator (LEP).
These experiments are being prepared by collaborations with over 200 scientists from more than 30 different laboratories, mainly situated in Europe, but also in China, Japan, the US and the USSR.
The accelerator is scheduled to be completed in 1988, and it is the intention to install the experiments as soon as allowed by the construction of the accelerator, in order to be ready in time for the first accelerated particles. The detectors in these experiments are gigantic and have each 100,000 to 200,000 detector channels. They will be located in restricted areas at a minimum of 60 m below the surface. The budget of each of these experiments is approximately 75 MSF, and a large fraction (=35%) will be invested in electronics and on-line computers.
Three of the four LEP collaborations (ALEPH, DELPHI, L3) have decided to base their data acquisition systems on Fastbus, whereas the fourth (OPAL) plans to build its central detector read-out system to Fastbus specifications. All collaborations have a certain stock of CAMAC and NIM modules, which of course will be used wherever possible. New designs and purchases however will be mostly in Fastbus.
The motivation for choosing Fastbus for front end electronics (ADC, TDC, etc) is primarily because the valid data is sparsely distributed over the detector channels, and Fastbus offers the possibility to scan these channels at high speed. Filtered and formatted data from the front end electronics is then buffered and made easily accessible for second, third and possibly higher level trigger processors and emulators.
In this part of data acquisition systems it is essential that data can be efficiently transferred between the various buffers and processors. Here, Fastbus offers the required large addressing space, high speed, multimaster capability with flexible arbitration, a segmented structure allowing undisturbed parallel processing and setting up of data routes, etc.
Various general purpose Fastbus modules are under discussion, such as buffer memories, data routers, spies, datablock movers, processors, etc. 
Software
The Fastbus software development in Europe2O) has until now been concentrated at CERN. It has consisted mainly of implementing the "standard" Fastbus routines for the FIORI and CFI interfaces operating as masters. Software is now available for the following host computers: PDPll, VAX, ND100, M68000, HP2XXX. The starter kits are creating a drastic increase in the demand for software support and it has been realized that a coordinated major effort on Fastbus software will be needed to support future hardware developments.
